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Abstract

We consider risk processes that locally behave like Brownian motion with some drift
and variance, these both depending on an underlying Markov chain that is also used to
generate the claims arrival process. Thus, claims arrive according to a renewal process
with waiting times of phase type. Positive claims (downward jumps) are always possible
but negative claims (upward jumps) are also allowed. The claims are assumed to form an
independent, identically distributed sequence, independent of everything else. As main
results, the joint Laplace transform of the time to ruin and the undershoot at ruin, as
well as the probability of ruin, are explicitly determined under the assumption that the
Laplace transform of the positive claims is a rational function. Both the joint Laplace
transform and the ruin probability are decomposed according to the type of ruin: ruin by
jump or ruin by continuity. The methods used involve finding certain martingales by first
finding partial eigenfunctions for the generator of the Markov process composed of the
risk process and the underlying Markov chain. We also use certain results from complex
function theory as important tools.
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1. Introduction

Consider a real-valued process X = (Xt )t≥0 and assume that X0 > 0. The time to ruin for
X, Tr, is the time at which X first becomes strictly negative, and the undershoot is the absolute
value of X at the time of ruin: Yr = −XTr . If Yr > 0 then ruin has occurred through a jump,
while if Yr = 0 then the ruin is by continuity.

The main purpose of this paper is to derive explicit expressions for the joint Laplace transform
of Tr and Yr when X is a special type of Markov additive process with two-sided jumps (see
(4), below), which is also a special kind of regime-switching Lévy process. By ‘explicit’ we
here mean that the joint Laplace transform, although not available in closed analytic form, is
described completely by the relevant complex roots of the relevant – and explicitly given –
Cramér–Lundberg equation and the solution to a set of linear equations.

The technique we shall use is similar to that developed in [11]. In that paper, the simple risk
model

Xt = x0 + βt −
Nt∑
n=1

Un (1)
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was considered, assuming that claims arrive according to a renewal counting process N =
(Nt )t≥0 with interclaim waiting times that are of phase type, while theUn form an independent,
identically distributed sequence of strictly positive claims, also independent of N. Assuming
the Laplace transform for the Un to be a rational function, explicit expressions for the Laplace
transform of the time to ruin and the ruin probability were found using a certain family of
martingales. These were determined not only by the risk processX itself, but also involved the
Markov chain J used to generate the claims arrival process N in an essential manner.

Finding the relevant martingales amounts to finding partial (not ordinary) eigenfunctions
(see (17), below) corresponding to the eigenvalue θ , θ ≥ 0, of the generator of the piecewise-
deterministic Markov process (X, J ). What will be shown in this paper is that the structure
of the relevant eigenfunctions and martingales found in [11] pertains also to the much more
general model to be discussed below. Informally, these partial eigenfunctions may be described
as linear combinations of exponentials on part of the state space; this structure is a consequence
of only considering processes that are locally Lévy. However, the partial eigenfunction method
can in principle be used to study passage time problems for a risk process defined as just one
coordinate of a general time-homogeneous Markov process.

Many of the existing results in the literature on ruin problems involve an ‘extra’ Laplace
transform: if x0 is the initial state of the risk process and pr(x0) is the corresponding probability
of ruin, one does not determine pr(x0) directly, but finds the Laplace transform∫ ∞

0
e−νxpr(x) dx

instead. We stress that in this paper these ‘extra’ Laplace transforms are avoided. Another
difference with much of the literature is that we do not require the use of, e.g. ladder height
distributions, Wiener–Hopf factorization methods, or excursion theory.

The model itself (see (4)) is an example of a Markov additive process X (see, e.g. [1,
Section II.5, pp. 39–47] for the definition and basic properties; some recent work on passage
time distributions for general Markov additive processes by Kyprianou and Palmowski [14] is
commented on below), behaving as a Brownian motion with a drift and variance determined
by an underlying Markov chain J , which is also used to generate the times at which claims
arrive – in particular, just as in (1), claims arrive according to a renewal process with phase-type
waiting times.

The simple model (1) with a renewal process for the arrivals of one-sided claims has been
studied recently in a number of papers: a particular case was discussed by Dickson and Hipp
[7], while Avram and Usábel [3] obtained general distribution results concerning the time to
ruin and the undershoot using a method entirely different from that of [11] and the present
paper. For earlier work, also see [1, Chapter 5, pp. 131–144].

With Poisson arrivals, (1) is of course a Lévy process (a compound Poisson process plus
linear drift). Adding an independent Brownian motion yields another well-studied Lévy process
that is also a special case of (4). For this model, as in (4) with both positive and negative jumps
allowed, Asmussen et al. [2] determined the joint Laplace transform of the time to ruin and the
undershoot. For general Lévy processes (with two-sided jumps), some of the earliest results
concerning the joint Laplace transform of Tr and the characteristic function of Yr can be found in
[10]. Emery [9] considered the time to ruin for spectrally negative Lévy processes (downward
jumps) and also exit times for bounded intervals. Bertoin [5] contains, in particular, a more
modern exposition of the classical theory, with a description of the Laplace transform for the
time to exit from a finite interval for spectrally negative Lévy processes that are not minus
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a subordinator. His description is in terms of the scale function, which is defined implicitly
in terms of its Laplace transform, and it is this description that has now been generalized by
Kyprianou and Palmowski [14] to a general class of Markov additive process with downward
jumps, using a matrix-valued scale function determined, of course, via its matrix-valued Laplace
transform. Another natural continuation of [5] is found in Winkel [18], who (in the terminology
used here), for Lévy processes that are minus general subordinators, described not only the joint
distribution of the time to ruin and the undershoot, but also other quantities related to the time
of ruin, such as the size of the claim causing ruin and the time elapsed since the last claim.

A variation of the ruin problem considered here involves the study of exit times for a process
obtained by reflecting X around its past maximum; see [4], where X is a spectrally negative
Lévy process, and [2], where X is a certain regime-switching process with two-sided jumps.
We do not treat these reflected processes here.

In the model (4), downward jumps are always present and upward jumps are allowed. It
should be noted that there is no difference in the methods we use in the two-sided and the one-
sided jump cases – although, admittedly, proving our results in the two-sided case is technically
more difficult. At present, there are not very many results when X has two-sided jumps: they
include the classical work by Gusak [10], the work by Asmussen et al. [2] quoted above, Kou
and Wang [13] (who considered Brownian motion with jumps that follow a double exponential
distribution), and the very recent work by Tolver Jensen [17] (who considered a shot noise
process with double exponential jumps).

In order to treat the general model (4), it is, as already noted, vital that we can determine
partial eigenfunctions of the generator of the Markov process (X, J ), which in turn yields the
martingales required for the main results. The idea of using partial eigenfunctions has certainly
appeared before; see, e.g. Paulsen and Gjessing [16], who studied a risk model of a form other
than (4). The martingales are martingales for the filtration generated by the Markov process
(X, J ), but not for that generated by X alone. The idea of involving an enlarged filtration is
standard and was used by, e.g. Embrechts et al. [8] in their study of risk processes of the form
(1) with N a Cox process, where they coined the phrase Markovization for this useful device.

The general model (4) studied in this paper is introduced in Section 2. The joint Laplace
transform

Ex0,i0 e−θTr−ζYr

of the time to ruin Tr and the undershoot Yr, corresponding to an arbitrary initial state (x0, i0) for
(X, J ), is determined in Section 3 for θ > 0 and ζ ≥ 0. Taking ζ = 0 and letting θ ↓ 0 would
then yield the probability of ruin, but in Section 4 it is shown how to find the ruin probability
directly, a result that is in some sense more difficult than finding the joint Laplace transform! A
numerical example is used to illustrate the ease with which ruin probabilities may be computed.

Our main results are Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. In these results, the joint Laplace transform
and the ruin probability are respectively decomposed according to whether ruin is caused by a
jump or by continuity. In the case of ruin by continuity, we also give a further decomposition
according to the state JTr of the Markov chain J at the time of ruin.

2. The model

We consider a risk processX = (Xt )t≥0 that is a real-valued Markov additive process defined
as follows. Suppose that we are given a time-homogeneous Markov chain J = (Jt )t≥0 with a
finite state space E, and a counting process N = (Nt )t≥0, with N0 ≡ 0, such that (J,N) is a
homogeneous Markov chain with state space E × N0 and transition intensities q(i,n),(i′,n′) for
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i, i′ ∈ E, n, n′ ∈ N0, and (i, n) �= (i′, n′). The transition intensities are greater than 0 only if
n′ = n or n′ = n+ 1, in which case

q(i,n),(j,n) = qij , i �= j, (2)

q(i,n),(j,n+1) = λiaj , (3)

with all qij ≥ 0, all λi ≥ 0, and all aj ≥ 0, with
∑
j aj = 1. Suppose that we are also

given a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion B = (Bt )t≥0, independent of (J,N),
and a sequence (Un)n≥1 of independent, identically distributed claims that are independent of
(J,N,B) and assumed to be nonzero withUn > 0 always possible andUn < 0 allowed. Then,
for given constants (βi)i∈E, βi ∈ R, and (σ 2

i )i∈E, σ 2
i ≥ 0, subject to the initial condition

X0 ≡ x0, X is given by

Xt = x0 +
∫ t

0
βJs ds +

∫ t

0
σJs− dBs −

Nt∑
n=1

Un. (4)

Thus, given that Jt ≡ i and N does not jump, X behaves as a Brownian motion with drift
βi and variance σ 2

i (with σ 2
i = 0 allowed, corresponding to t 	→ Xt being a straight line with

slope βi for Jt ≡ i, and there being no jumps in N ). The process X is continuous except at
the times when N jumps; at these times a claim arrives, forcing a matching jump in X that is
downwards if the claim is greater than 0 and upwards if the claim is less than 0. The Markov
chain J may jump simultaneously with N but may also have jumps between the jumps in N .
The latter jumps are governed by the intensities qij from (2), while, for each i, λi is the intensity
for a claim to be triggered when J is in state i, ai is the probability that J remains in i, and
aj , j �= i, is the probability that J jumps to j simultaneously with the arrival of the claim.
Note that, for the chain (J,N), the total intensity for a jump from (i, n) is qi + λi, where we
write qi = ∑

j �=i qij , i ∈ E.
The model studied in [11] corresponds to the special case in which βi ≡ β and σ 2

i = 0 for
all i ∈ E.

Remark 1. It follows from the above that J is indeed a Markov chain with transition intensities
q̃ij , i �= j (corresponding to true jumps in J ), given by

q̃ij = qij + λiaj (5)

and
q̃ii = −qi − λi(1 − ai). (6)

The processX given by (4) is an example of a Markov additive process. A more general class
of process is obtained by allowing X to behave like an arbitrary Lévy process X(i) whenever
J is in state i, and allowing the claims Un to occur whenever J jumps from some i to some
j �= i with a distribution Fij depending on (i, j) : with FU the distribution of the independent,
identically distributed nonzero claims from (4), this corresponds to taking

Fij = λiaj

qi + λi(1 − ai)
FU + qi

qi + λi(1 − ai)
ε0

for i �= j (with ε0 the probability measure degenerate at 0, so that Fij may have an atom at 0),
where we introduce Fii = FU .
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In the recent paper [14], the authors studied (among other things) the time to ruin Tr for the
class of Markov additive process just described, under the assumption that the Lévy processes
X(i) are all spectrally negative and the claims are all greater than 0 (downward jumps). They then
determined the Laplace transform for Tr in terms of a matrix-valued version of the scale function
used by Bertoin [5], implicitly described in terms of its matrix-valued Laplace transform. For
the special model given by (4) we obtain more explicit results, in that this and other ‘extra’
Laplace transforms are avoided.

For the risk process X, we define the time to ruin as

Tr = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt < 0},
with Tr = ∞ if Xt ≥ 0 for all t. Assuming that X0 ≡ x0 > 0, we shall below determine in
particular the Laplace transform for Tr and also describe the joint distribution of (Tr, Yr, 1r),
where Yr = −XTr is the size of the undershoot at the time of ruin and 1r is an indicator
specifying whether there is ruin by jump (ruin caused by a sufficiently large claim, i.e. Yr > 0)
or ruin by continuity (ruin caused by X moving continuously through the level 0, i.e. Yr = 0).

The ruin problem will be discussed subject either to the condition (X0, J0) ≡ (x0, i0) for
given, but arbitrary, x0 > 0 and i0 ∈ E, in which case we respectively write Px0,i0 and Ex0,i0 for
the underlying probability and matching expectation, or subject toX0 ≡ x0 > 0 with J0 having
distribution a = (ai) and being independent of B and the Un, in which case we write Px0,a and
Ex0,a . If a formula applies to either situation, we just write P and E . It is unproblematic to set up
all the probabilities Px0,i0 on the same space; we may then simply define Px0,a = ∑

i0
ai0 Px0,i0 .

Let us comment further on the model. The multiplicative structure of the intensities (3) used
is essential in the proof of the main results, Theorems 1 and 2. It implies, in particular, that if
Tn = inf{t ≥ 0 : Nt = n} is the time of arrival of the nth claim (with T0 ≡ 0), then the sequence
(Tn)n≥1 is a (possibly delayed) renewal sequence such that the waiting times Vn = Tn − Tn−1
are independent and, for n ≥ 2, independent, identically distributed, and of phase type, with

P(Vn > v) = a�eQV v1, (7)

where a� is the row vector with elements ai,QV is the subintensity matrix with elements

qV,ij =
{
qij , i �= j,

−(qi + λi), i = j,
(8)

and 1 is a column vector of 1s. Under Px0,a, V1 has the same law as the Vn, n ≥ 2.
Phase-type distributions are usually described as the distribution of the time to absorption

for a Markov chain on a finite state space E with an additional absorbing state. For us the
intensity for ‘absorption’ from i is λi , but of course J is not absorbed but returned instantly to
E using the entrance law (aj ).

Once a claim has arrived, J will move only through states i such that either ai > 0 or i can
be reached by qjj ′ -transitions from some i′ ∈ E with ai′ > 0. The following basic assumption
requires all i ∈ E to have this property and also for ruin to be possible from any state.

Assumption 1. (i) For any i ∈ E, either ai > 0 or there exist an n ≥ 1 and i0, . . . , in ∈ E,
with in ≡ i and ik �= ik−1 for all k, such that ai0 > 0 and qik−1,ik > 0 for all k.

(ii) For any i ∈ E, either λi > 0 or there exist an n ≥ 1 and i0, . . . , in ∈ E, with i0 = i and
ik �= ik−1 for all k, such that λin > 0 and qik−1,ik > 0 for all k.
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An alternative formulation of Assumption 1 is that the Markov chain on E with transition
intensities q̃ij given by (5) and (6) is irreducible for some λi > 0. The assumption implies that
there will be an infinity of claims: for any n ≥ 1, we have P(Vn = ∞) = 0.

The reader is reminded that, under Assumption 1, the subintensity matrix QV in (8) is
nonsingular (see [11, Lemma 1] and also Lemma 1 below), and that, since QV 1 = −λ, where
λ denotes the column vector (λi)i∈E , we have

Q−1
V λ = −1. (9)

The renewal structure of the claims arrival process is somewhat restrictive. It does, however,
allow for a strong dependence between X and N, since, e.g. the behaviour of X between the
jumps inN may indicate that J is in a state i with large λi , meaning that there is high probability
of the short-term arrival of a new claim. (In general, the behaviour ofX allows us to distinguish
between equivalence classes of states in E according to the equivalence relation ‘∼’, where
i ∼ j if either σ 2

i = σ 2
j > 0 or σ 2

i = σ 2
j = 0 and βi = βj : to determine the class to which Jt

belongs, we look at the path of X in a sufficiently small neighbourhood to the right of t. If X
follows a straight line, we deduce that σ 2

Jt
= 0 and read off βJt as the slope of the line. If X

does not follow a straight line, we compute the quadratic variation [X] ofX, which necessarily
satisfies [X]t ′′ − [X]t ′ = σ 2

Jt
(t ′′ − t ′) in this small neighbourhood, and then read off the value

of σ 2
Jt
. Thus, if all equivalence classes contain just one state, then Jt is completely determined

from the behaviour of Xs for s ∈ [t, t + ε] for any ε > 0, say, while if all states belong to the
same class, then X contains no precise information about J .)

A final comment on the model for X is that it shares with Lévy processes and general
Markov additive processes the following additivity property: for arbitrary x0, x1, and i0, under
the probability Px0,i0 the distribution of the process X+ x1 − x0 is the same as the distribution
of X itself under Px1,i0 .

We now introduce some further notation. Let p = |E| ≥ 1 be the number of states for J
(with p = 1 allowed). Also, let Ej denote the set of i ∈ E such that ruin by jump is possible
when Jt = i, i.e.

Ej = {i ∈ E : λi > 0}, (10)

withEj �= ∅ by Assumption 1. Similarly, letEc denote the states from which ruin by continuity
is possible, i.e.

Ec = {i ∈ E : σ 2
i > 0 or βi < 0}. (11)

Here Ec = ∅ is possible, occurring when σ 2
i = 0 and βi ≥ 0 for all i. We write pj and pc for

the numbers of elements in Ej and Ec, respectively, i.e.

pj =
∑
i∈E

1{λi>0}, pc =
∑
i∈E

1{σ 2
i >0 or βi<0}. (12)

Now consider the joint process (X, J ). This is a homogeneous Markov process, with state
space R ×E, adapted to the filtration (Ft ) generated by (B, J, C), where Ct = ∑Nt

n=1 Un. For
sufficiently ‘nice’ functions f : R × E → R, it has an infinitesimal generator of the form

Af (x, i) = βiDxf (x, i)+ 1

2
σ 2
i D

2
xxf (x, i)+

∑
j �=i

qij (f (x, j)− f (x, i))

+ λi
∑
j

aj

∫ ∞

−∞
FU(dy)(f (x − y, j)− f (x, i)), (13)
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for x ∈ R and i ∈ E, with FU denoting the distribution of the claims Un, as before. (In (13),
Dx and Dxx denote differentiation once and, respectively, twice with respect to x.)

Next, let D denote the domain of bounded functions f : R×E → R such that, for all i ∈ E,
x 	→ f (x, i) is twice continuously differentiable for x ≥ 0 (but not necessarily for x < 0),
with bothDxf (x, i) andD2

xxf (x, i) bounded for x ≥ 0. Then by Itô’s formula, assuming that
X0 > 0, for any t ≥ 0 and f ∈ D we have

f (XTr∧t , JTr∧t ) = f (X0, J0)+
∫ Tr∧t

0
Af (Xs, Js) ds +Mt, (14)

where M is an Ft -martingale with M0 ≡ 0. Note that, in the integral, Xs ≥ 0 and Af (Xs, Js)
is well defined except possibly at the single point s = Tr.

Remark 2. Identities like (14) are of course true quite generally for time-homogeneous Markov
processes, withM typically a local martingale and, if f andAf are bounded, a true martingale.
The particular form of M in (14) is

dMt = Zt dBt +
∑
j∈E

∫
R\0

S
j,y
t (µ(dt × ({j} × dy))−�(dt × ({j} × dy))), (15)

where the processes

Zt = σJt−Dxf (Jt−, Xt−), S
j,y
t = f (Xt− − y, j)− f (Xt−, Jt−)

are Ft -predictable. Furthermore, in (15), µ is the random counting measure on R0 × (E × R)

given by
µ([0, t] × ({j} × {0})) =

∑
0<s≤t

1{Js−�=Js=j}

(counting jumps of J to j with no jump in C) and

µ([0, t] × ({j} ×H)) =
Nt∑
n=1

1{JTn=j, Un∈H }

(counting jumps in C of sizes belonging to the Borel set H not containing 0, with a possible
simultaneous jump of J to j ), while � is the corresponding Ft -compensating measure, i.e.

�(dt × ({j} × {0})) = qJt−,j1{Jt−�=j} dt,

�(dt × ({j} ×H)) = λJt−ajFU(H) dt.

It is standard result from marked point process theory (see, e.g. [6], [15], or [12]) that the last
term in (15) is a local martingale. In (14) itself, it may be verified by a direct check that the
jumps on the left- and right-hand sides are the same (including, as is necessary, the possible
jump at time Tr), while between jumps the verification is a consequence of the standard Itô
formula for Brownian motion.

From (14), it follows directly that, for any θ ∈ R,

e−θ(Tr∧t)f (XTr∧t , JTr∧t ) = f (X0, J0)+
∫ Tr∧t

0
e−θs(Af (Xs, Js)− θf (Xs, Js)) ds

+
∫ Tr∧t

0
e−θs dMs.
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If θ ≥ 0 then the last term is again a mean-0 martingale, meaning that, for x0 > 0 and i0 ∈ E,
Ex0,i0 e−θ(Tr∧t)f (XTr∧t , JTr∧t )

= f (x0, i0)+ Ex0,i0

∫ Tr∧t

0
e−θs(Af (Xs, Js)− θf (Xs, Js)) ds. (16)

Now suppose that f ≡ fθ ∈ D is a partial eigenfunction for A in the sense that

Af (x, i) = θf (x, i), x ≥ 0, i ∈ E. (17)

The integral in the last term of (16) then vanishes, the process

(e−θ(Tr∧t)f (XTr∧t , JTr∧t ))t≥0

becomes a martingale, and (16) reduces to

Ex0,i0 [e−θTrf (XTr , JTr ); Tr ≤ t] + Ex0,i0 [e−θtf (Xt , Jt ); Tr > t] = f (x0, i0). (18)

If we now assume not only that θ ≥ 0 but also that θ > 0, and take the limit as t → ∞,

dominated convergence yields

Ex0,i0 [e−θTrf (XTr , JTr ); Tr < ∞] = Ex0,i0 e−θTrf (XTr , JTr ) = f (x0, i0), (19)

which is a key identity to be exploited in the sequel.
It is important to stress that these identities rely on finding partial rather than true eigenfunc-

tions for the generator (for which the identity (17) holds for all x ∈ R and i ∈ E): the choices
for f (see (39), below) are such that, although f (x, i) is defined for all x ∈ R and i ∈ E,

Af (x, i) (which involves f (y, j) with y < 0) makes sense and is used only for x ≥ 0, with
the possibility of defining f (x, i) freely and suitably for x < 0 then available; something that
would be impossible with the true eigenfunctions. That (14) is valid only up to the stopping
time Tr is also a consequence of choosing partial eigenfunctions.

As will be argued below, in order to find the partial eigenfunctions we must solve the Cramér–
Lundberg equation (30) (and, in the case of downward jumps only, the simpler form (32)) and
it is of some interest to see how this relates to the more standard forms from the literature. If X̃
is a Lévy process starting from 0, the Laplace exponent ψ is defined according to the identity

E ezX̃t = etψ(z),

for any z ∈ Ã := {z ∈ C : E |ezX̃t | < ∞}. The Cramér–Lundberg equation then reads

ψ(z) = θ (20)

for a given θ ≥ 0, and, when using optional sampling and the fact that (ezX̃t−tψ(z))t≥0 is a
martingale, solving this with z ≡ z(θ) ∈ Ã and Re(z(θ)) ≥ 0 gives

E[ez(θ)(X̃T̃r
+x0)−θT̃r ; T̃r < ∞] = ez(θ)x0 (21)

for any x0 > 0, where T̃r = inf{t : X̃
T̃r

+ x0 < 0}. To use this to derive the Laplace transform
for T̃r requires, first, that we solve (20) with z(θ) ∈ Ã and Re(z(θ)) ≥ 0 and, second, that
we deal somehow with the random undershoot X̃

T̃r
+ x0. If X̃ is spectrally negative then Ã
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contains all those z with Re(z) ≥ 0, which is helpful in solving (20); if, by contrast, X̃ also has
upward jumps (exponential, say), to have z ∈ Ã may require that we have Re(z) < δ for some
δ > 0, and the precise structure of these upward jumps may affect whether (20) can be solved
at all inside the required domain.

If, in our model (4), X is a spectrally negative Lévy process then we have βi ≡ β and
σ 2
i ≡ σ 2 ≥ 0 for all i and Un > 0 for all n. By introducing

LU(z) =
∫
(0,∞)

FU (dy)e
−zy,

which is well defined for those z ∈ C with Re(z(θ)) ≥ 0, we find that

ψ(z) = βz+ 1
2σ

2z2 − λ(1 − LU(z)). (22)

It is a fundamental assumption made below that LU be a rational function. This, in particular,
allows us to define an analytic continuation L̄U of LU (analytic except for at finitely many
poles z with Re(z) < 0) and we then proceed to solve (20) for z with Re(z) < 0. Of course, we
must then argue that it is relevant to solve this ‘extended’ Cramér–Lundberg equation, which is
nontrivial. One advantage is that, for z with Re(z) < 0, the upward jumps in X are no longer
a concern as regards the integrability of ezXt . It should be noted that the Cramér–Lundberg
equation (32) reduces to (20) when X is spectrally negative Lévy as just described and ψ in
(20) is replaced by the analytic continuation (22).

A final comment we shall make concerns the relation between (21) and (19): the use of the
partial eigenfunctions allows us to replace the integrand in (21) with, e.g. the more appealing
expression K̃e−θT̃r , where K̃ is a constant depending on whether ruin occurs by continuity or
by jump.

3. The joint Laplace transform

Consider the risk process given by (4) with fixed initial state x0 > 0, and recall the definitions,
(10) and (11), of the sets of states Ej and Ec from which ruin by jump and, respectively, by
continuity are possible. Also recall that Ej �= ∅ while Ec = ∅ can occur, and that the number
of elements in the two sets are denoted by pj and pc, respectively. To prepare for Theorem 1,
we shall distinguish pc + 1 different types of ruin corresponding to the events Aj and Ac,i ,
i ∈ Ec, where

Aj = {XTr < 0, Tr < ∞} (23)

is the event that ruin occurs by jump, and

Ac,i = {XTr = 0, JTr = i, Tr < ∞} (24)

is the event that ruin occurs by continuity with the Markov chain J in state i.
We shall also need the following notation: for z ∈ C and θ ≥ 0,byQ(z, θ)= (qij (z, θ))i,j∈E

we denote the matrix given by

qij (z, θ) =
{
φi(z)− qi − λi − θ, if i = j,

qij , if i �= j,
(25)

where
φi(z) = βiz+ 1

2σ
2
i z

2
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is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 2 associated with the scaled Brownian motion
with drift that X follows when J is in state i.

The matrix QV = Q(0, 0) is the subintensity matrix used in the description of the phase-
type distribution of the Vn, n ≥ 2; cf. (8). Thus, the Laplace transform of the waiting times
between claims is

LV (ν) = E e−νVn = −a�(QV − νI )−1λ, ν ≥ 0, n ≥ 2. (26)

(It is a consequence of Assumption 1 that QV − νI is nonsingular; see Lemma 1 of [11] or
Lemma 1 below. Of course, with the notation used here, QV − νI = Q(0, ν).)

The final assumptions that we require concern the distribution FU of the claims. We must
have FU({0}) = 0 to ensure that the Un �= 0 almost surely (a.s.). It is then natural to split FU
and write

FU(du) =
{
pUF+(du), u > 0,

(1 − pU)F−(du), u < 0,

where we assume that
pU := FU((0,∞))

satisfies 0 < pU ≤ 1. The case pU = 1 is of particular interest and corresponds to the more
standard situation in which there are only positive claims, i.e. one-sided downward jumps inX.

Next, write

L+(ν) = E[e−νUn | Un > 0] =
∫
(0,∞)

F+(du) e−νu, ν ≥ 0,

for the Laplace transform of the positive claims and, similarly,

L−(ν) = E[e−νUn | Un < 0] =
∫
(−∞,0)

F−(du) e−νu, ν ≤ 0,

which, like F−, is relevant only if pU < 1.
A fundamental assumption concerning L+ is that it be a rational function, i.e. that

L+(ν) = E e−νUn = P+(ν)
R+(ν)

, ν ≥ 0, (27)

where P+ and R+ are polynomials standardized in such a way that they have no common
complex roots and the leading coefficient of R+ is 1. We write m ≥ 1 for the degree of R+
and note that P+ is necessarily of degree less than or equal to m − 1. Below we shall need
P+(z) and R+(z) for all z ∈ C, but we remind the reader that the resulting extension of L+ to
L̄+(z) = P+(z)/R+(z), for z ∈ C, is meaningless as an expectation: the identity

E[e−zUn | Un > 0] =
∫
(0,∞)

e−zu F+(du) = P+(z)
R+(z)

(28)

is guaranteed to hold only for those z with Re(z) > −ε for some sufficiently small ε > 0. The
fact that (28) is always true if Re(z) ≥ 0 is important: it implies that the m roots z of R+(z)
(counted with multiplicity) must satisfy Re(z) < 0, an observation used frequently below. It
may be noted that z 	→ L̄+(z) is analytic in C except at finitely many poles, located where R+
has its roots.
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If pU < 1 then the extension

L−(z) = E[e−zUn | Un < 0] =
∫
(−∞,0)

F−(du) e−zu

of L−(ν) is well defined for those z ∈ C with Re(z) ≤ 0, and is analytic in the region

{z ∈ C : Re(z) < 0}.
In principle, F− may be arbitrary, but for technical reasons we impose a condition on the
distribution of the negative claims in the statement of Theorem 1.

Let us establish more notation. For any z ∈ C and θ ≥ 0, we denote by

Q∗(z, θ) = (q∗
ij (z, θ))i,j∈E

the matrix with
q∗
ij (z, θ) = (−1)i+jmji, (29)

wheremji denotes the minor (subdeterminant) of Q(z, θ) obtained by deleting its j th row and
ith column. In particular, if Q(z, θ) is nonsingular then

Q∗(z, θ) = det Q(z, θ)Q−1(z, θ).

Note that if p = 1 and E = {1}, then

Q(z, θ) = Q(z, θ) = φ1(z)− λ1 − θ

is scalar and Q∗(z, θ) = 1 for all z and θ.
Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then, since for θ ≥ 0, z 	→ det Q(z, θ) is a polynomial

that is not identically equal to 0 (cf. Lemmas 1 and 2, below), Q(z, θ) is nonsingular for all
but finitely many z. It is a consequence of Lemma 1 that Q(z, θ) is nonsingular whenever
Re(φi(z)) ≤ 0 for all i ∈ E.

In the statement of the main theorem (Theorem 1), we shall consider two versions of the
Cramér–Lundberg equation. We shall refer to

R+(γ )(1 + (1 − pU)a
�Q−1(γ, θ)λL−(γ )) = −pUP+(γ )a�Q−1(γ, θ)λ (30)

as the Cramér–Lundberg equation, and, for a given θ ≥ 0, call γ ∈ C a solution to this equation
if Q(γ, θ) is nonsingular and (30) holds. By the modified Cramér–Lundberg equation we shall
mean the equation

R+(γ )(det Q(γ, θ)+ (1 − pU)a
�Q∗(γ, θ)λL−(γ )) = −pUP+(γ )a�Q∗(γ, θ)λ. (31)

Note that if pU = 1 then both the left- and right-hand sides are polynomials in γ , and that if
pU < 1 then we may rewrite (31) as an equation involving polynomials in γ , provided that L−
is a rational function.

For pU = 1, (30) and (31) respectively simplify to

R+(γ ) = −P+(γ )a�Q−1(γ, θ)λ, (32)

R+(γ ) det Q(γ, θ) = −P+(γ )a�Q∗(γ, θ)λ.
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Theorem 1 deals with solutions to (30) or (31) with Re(γ ) < 0. It is clear that any solution
to (30) is also a solution to (31), but it is entirely possible that (31) may have more solutions
than (30). In particular, this happens if Re(γ ) < 0 and

det Q(γ, θ) = 0, a�Q∗(γ, θ)λ = 0; (33)

see Remark 5, below, for further discussion.
Recall that the size of the undershoot at the time of ruin is denoted by Yr = −XTr .

Theorem 1. Consider the risk process X given by (4) and assume that the Laplace transform
L+ for the distribution of the positive claims is given by (27) with the degree of R+ equal to
m. Furthermore, assume that if pU < 1, the Laplace transform L− of the distribution of the
negative claims is analytic in an open region containing {z ∈ C : Re(z) ≤ 0}. Finally, assume
that Assumption 1 holds.

(i) For any θ > 0, when counted with multiplicity the modified Cramér–Lundberg equation
(31) has precisely m+ pc solutions (γ)1≤≤m+pc = (γ(θ)) with Re(γ) < 0.

(ii) For any θ > 0, a γ with Re(γ ) < 0 is a solution to the Cramér–Lundberg equation (30) if
and only if it is a solution to the modified equation (31) with Q(γ, θ) nonsingular.

(iii) For a θ > 0 such that (γ̃k)1≤k≤m are anym distinct solutions to (30) with Re(γ̃k) < 0 and
the matrices Q(γ̃k, θ) are nonsingular, for all x0 > 0, i0 ∈ E, and all ζ ≥ 0 we have

∑
i∈Ec

m∑
k=1

rk(Q
−1(γ̃k, θ)λ)i Ex0,i0 [e−θTr ; Ac,i]

+ 1

L+(ζ )

m∑
k=1

P+(γ̃k)
(γ̃k − ζ )

∏
k′ �=k(γ̃k − γ̃k′)

Ex0,i0 [e−θTr−ζYr ;Aj]

=
m∑
k=1

rk(Q
−1(γ̃k, θ)λ)i0 eγ̃kx0 , (34)

where rk ≡ rk(θ, ζ ) is given by

rk = R+(γ̃k)
a�Q−1(γ̃k, θ)λ(γ̃k − ζ )

∏
k′ �=k(γ̃k − γ̃k′)

. (35)

(iv) If all the solutions (γ)1≤≤m+pc to (30) with Re(γ) < 0 are distinct and all the matrices
Q(γ, θ) nonsingular, by using (34) pc + 1 times with, say,

(γ̃k)1≤k≤m = (γ̃1, . . . , γ̃m−1, γ̃m+s)

for s = 0, . . . , pc, a system of linear equations is obtained that can be solved uniquely, provided
that the matrix of coefficients of the pc + 1 unknowns

Ex0,i0 [e−θTr−ζYr ; Aj] and Ex0,i0 [e−θTr ; Ac,i], i ∈ Ec, (36)

is nonsingular.
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Remark 3. It is quite possible that the system of equations in part (iv) always has a unique
solution (except, possibly, for a few values of (θ, ζ )), but we have no proof of this.

In part (iv) there are a multitude of ways in which to choose pc +1 equations. Of course, the
solutions do not depend on this choice, as may be verified directly and is verified numerically
in Example 1, below. When choosing the equations it is vital that the γ, 1 ≤  ≤ m+ pc, are
all used.

Remark 4. The technique used to prove Theorem 1 was first used in [11]. The main result
there, Theorem 6 (dealing with the Laplace transform of Tr only), corresponds to the model with
βi = β > 0 and σ 2

i = 0 for all i ∈ E, which is the traditional risk model with a fixed premium
rate and positive claims only that arrive according to a renewal process with interarrival times
of phase type. We thus have Ec = ∅ and see that, since φi(z) = βz for all i ∈ E, meaning that

Q(z, θ) = QV − (θ − βz)I ,

(31) becomes LV (θ − βγ )L̄+(γ ) = 1 (cf. (26)), one of the forms presented in [11].

Remark 5. Theorem 1 is really intended for the situation assumed in part (iv), where (31) has
m + pc distinct solutions γ with Re(γ ) < 0 and the matrices Q(γ, θ) are nonsingular. The
main purpose of this remark is to discuss what happens when the assumptions in part (iv) fail.

Consider the roots of (31) as θ varies. It could occur that, except for at finitely many values
of θ, the m + pc roots are distinct, while moving θ across an exceptional value might cause
two real roots to collapse into one, say, and then split into two complex conjugate roots. In this
case, Theorem 1 can still be used to find the partial Laplace transforms (36), since they are all
continuous functions of θ.

However, the assumptions made in part (iv) could also fail systematically, because for all
θ > 0 (33) holds for some γ = γ (θ) solving (31) with, in particular, Q(γ, θ) singular; in
this case, Theorem 1 is useless. One essential safeguard against this is Assumption 1, but it is
also vital that the model (4) for X is parametrized in a suitably minimal fashion: suppose, for
simplicity, that p = 1. The same model may then be obtained with an arbitrary p ≥ 2 using
the following trivial parametrization: simply set σ 2

i = σ 2, βi = β, and λi = λ for all i and
set qij = 0 for all i �= j . Then it is easy to verify that (33) holds and Theorem 1(iv) cannot be
used.

Remark 6. It is worth emphasizing that, for Theorem 1, the solutions to the Cramér–Lundberg
equations with strictly negative real parts are required. The work of [3] and [2] involved special
cases of the model (4) and used the solutions with positive real parts.

Remark 7. The assumption that L− be suitably analytic is probably not necessary. It is made
to simplify the proof of part (i).

Before giving the proof of Theorem 1, we present two lemmas, which are proved in
Appendix A. Below, the imaginary unit is denoted by i = √−1.

Lemma 1. Assume that Assumption 1 holds. For θ ≥ 0 and y ∈ R, the matrix Q(iy, θ) is
nonsingular and, for any θ ≥ 0, y ∈ R, and j ∈ E, we have

|(Q−1(iy, θ)λ)j | ≤ qj + λj

qj + λj + θ
;

in particular,
|(Q−1(iy, θ)λ)j | < 1 if θ > 0. (37)
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Lemma 2. Assume that Assumption 1 holds. For any θ ≥ 0, the polynomial z 	→ det Q(z, θ)
is of degree

d = 2
∑
j∈E

1{σ 2
j >0} +

∑
j∈E

1{σ 2
j =0, βj �=0} (38)

and has exactly pc roots z with Re(z) < 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. Parts (ii) and (iv) are obvious. We focus first on part (iii) and then
prove part (i). For ease of notation, we shall write

L∗+ = pUL+, L∗− = (1 − pU)L−.

Let θ > 0 and ζ ≥ 0 be given. Consider a function f : R × E → R of the form

f (x, i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

m∑
k=1

cike
γkx, x ≥ 0,

Keζx, x < 0.

(39)

If Re(γk) ≤ 0 for all k then f ∈ D , the function space relevant for our use of (14). Suppose
that γ1, . . . , γm are distinct solutions to (30) with Re(γk) < 0.We shall show that

Af (x, i) = θf (x, i) (40)

for x ≥ 0 and i ∈ E, where the kth column c|k of the matrix (cik)i∈E, 1≤k≤m and the constant
K are respectively given by the expressions

c|k = rkQ
−1(γk, θ)λ (41)

and

K = − 1

L∗+(ζ )

m∑
k=1

(
rk +

∑
j

aj cjkL
∗−(γk)

)
, (42)

where rk is as in (35). (Note that the γk depend on θ but not on ζ , while rk, c|k , and K depend
on both θ and ζ .)

From (40) and (19), it follows that, for arbitrary initial states x0 > 0 and i0 ∈ E,

Ex0,i0

[
e−θTr

m∑
k=1

cJTr ,k
; Yr = 0

]
+ Ex0,i0 [Ke−θTr−ζYr ; Yr > 0] =

m∑
k=1

ci0ke
γkx0 ,

which, for γ̃k = γk, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, is precisely (34), since

K = − 1

L∗+(ζ )

m∑
k=1

rk(1 + a�Q−1(γk, θ)λL
∗−(γk))

= 1

L∗+(ζ )

m∑
k=1

pUP+(γk)
(γk − ζ )

∏
k′ �=k(γk − γk′)

,

by (42), (41), and (30).
Thus, part (iii) follows by verifying that (40) holds when rk, c|k , and K are given by (35),

(41), and (42), respectively; this we now show.
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With f as in (39), (13) implies that

Af (x, i) =
m∑
k=1

[
cikφi(γk)e

γkx +
∑
j �=i

qij (cjk − cik)e
γkx

+ λi
∑
j

aj

{∫
(−∞,x]

FU(dy)cjke
γk(x−y) +

∫
(x,∞)

FU (dy)Keζ(x−y) − cike
γkx

}]
.

Hence, (40) is equivalent to

0 =
∑
k

eγkx(Q(γk, θ)c|k)i

+ λi
∑
j

aj

[∫
(−∞,x]

FU(dy)
∑
k

cjke
γk(x−y) +

∫
(x,∞)

FU (dy)Keζ(x−y)
]
,

which must hold for all x ≥ 0 and i ∈ E. However, using (41) allows us to eliminate the
dependence on i, since a common factor of λi appears, and we are left with

∑
k

rke
γkx +

∑
j

aj

[∫
(−∞,x]

FU(dy)
∑
k

cjke
γk(x−y) +

∫
(x,∞)

FU (dy)Keζ(x−y)
]

= 0, (43)

which must hold for all x ≥ 0. Taking x = 0 shows that

∑
k

(
rk +

∑
j

aj cjkL
∗−(γk)

)
+KL∗+(ζ ) = 0,

in agreement with (42).
Since Re(γk) < 0 for all k, (43) holds for all x ≥ 0 if and only if it holds for the Laplace

transform: multiplying by e−νx and integrating x from 0 to ∞ implies, using (42), that (43) is
equivalent to∑

k

rk

(
1

ν − γk
− 1

ν − ζ

(
1 − L∗+(ν)

L∗+(ζ )

))

+
∑
k

sk

{
L∗+(ν)
ν − γk

+ L∗−(γk)
(

1

ν − γk
− 1

ν − ζ

(
1 − L∗+(ν)

L∗+(ζ )

))}
= 0 (44)

for ν ≥ 0, with
sk =

∑
j

aj cjk = rka
�Q−1(γk, θ)λ. (45)

Note that to deduce (44) from (43), we use (42) and the elementary formulae∫ ∞

0
dx e−νx

∫
(0,x]

F+(dy)eγk(x−y) = L+(ν)
ν − γk

and ∫ ∞

0
dx e−νx

∫
(x,∞]

F+(dy) eζ(x−y) = 1

ν − ζ
(L+(ζ )− L+(ν)).
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Solving (44) for L∗+(ν) gives

L∗+(ν) = −
∑
k

(rk + skL
∗−(γk))

(
1

ν − γk
− 1

ν − ζ

)

×
[∑
k

(
sk

{
1

ν − γk
+ L∗−(γk)
(ν − ζ )L∗+(ζ )

}
+ rk

(ν − ζ )L∗+(ζ )

)]−1

= −
∑
k

(γk − ζ )(rk + skL
∗−(γk))π\k(ν)

×
[
(ν − ζ )

∑
k

{
sk

(
1 + L∗−(γk)

L∗+(ζ )

)
+ rk

L∗+(ζ )

}
π\k(ν)

− 1

L∗+(ζ )
∑
k

(γk − ζ )(rk + skL
∗−(γk))π\k(ν)

]−1

, (46)

using the notation π\k(ν) = ∏
k′ �=k(ν − γk′).

At this stage, we remind the reader that if P is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to
m− 1, then

P (z) =
∑
k

P (γk)

π\k(γk)
π\k(z), z ∈ C; (47)

see, e.g. Lemma 4 of [11]. Thus, to identify the numerator of the ratio in the last line of (46)
with the numerator pUP+(ν) of L∗+(ν), we must have

−(γk − ζ )(rk + skL
∗−(γk)) = pUP+(γk)

π\k(γk)
, (48)

which follows from (45), (35), and (30). To identify the denominator of (46) with R+(ν), first
note that

S(ν) := 1

ν − ζ

(
R+(ν)− P+(ν)

L+(ζ )

)
= 1

ν − ζ

(
R+(ν)− pUP+(ν)

L∗+(ζ )

)
, ν ≥ 0,

defines a polynomial of degree less than or equal tom−1, simply becauseR+(ν)−P+(ν)/L+(ζ )
is a polynomial of degree m that has ν = ζ as a root; hence, by (47),

S(ν) =
∑
k

1

(γk − ζ )π\k(γk)

(
R+(γk)− pUP+(γk)

L∗+(ζ )

)
π\k(ν). (49)

Furthermore, the denominator equals R+(ν) if and only if

S(ν) =
∑
k

{
sk

(
1 + L∗−(γk)

L∗+(ζ )

)
+ rk

L∗+(ζ )

}
π\k(ν).

By using (48), it is seen that the coefficients of π\k(ν) here and in (49) are the same provided
that

sk = R+(γk)
(γk − ζ )π\k(γk)

.

By (45), this follows directly from (35). This completes the proof of part (iii).
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We proceed with the proof of part (i). Let θ > 0 be given. By Lemma 2 and the earlier
observation that Re(z) < 0 for all roots z of R+(z), the polynomial

z 	→ P1(z) := R+(z) det Q(z, θ)

is of the degree d given by (38) and has exactly m+ pc roots z with Re(z) < 0. Furthermore,
none of the d roots are of the form iy, y ∈ R.

For ρ > 0, let �ρ denote the interior of the subset of C determined by the outer boundary

∂�ρ = {z : |z| = ρ, Re(z) < 0} ∪ {z : z = iy, −ρ ≤ y ≤ ρ}. (50)

We first claim that the polynomial

z 	→ P1(z)+ pUP2(z),

where
P2(z) = P+(z)a�Q∗(z, θ)λ,

has (counting with multiplicity) the same number of zeros in �ρ as P1. This follows from
Rouché’s theorem in complex function theory if

pU |P2(z)| < |P1(z)|, z ∈ ∂�ρ, (51)

and here it obviously suffices to consider the case pU = 1. However, since, as can be directly
verified, every minor mij of Q(z, θ) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to d, P2(z)

is of degree less than or equal to (m − 1) + d < m + d. Equation (51) is then obvious for
z ∈ ∂�ρ with |z| = ρ if only ρ is large enough. Furthermore, for z = iy with −ρ ≤ y ≤ ρ,

since Q(iy, θ) is nonsingular by Lemma 1, for pU = 1 (51) is equivalent to

|P+(iy)a�Q−1(iy, θ)λ| < |R+(iy)|.
This follows from (37) (which implies that |a�Q−1(iy, θ)λ| ≤ ∑

j aj |(Q−1(iy, θ)λ)j | < 1)
and the fact that

P+(iy)
R+(iy)

= L̄+(iy) = L+(iy) =
∫ ∞

0
eiyuF+(du),

where the last term is less than or equal to 1 in absolute value.
Having thus shown that the polynomial P1+pUP2 has exactlym+pc roots with Re(z) < 0,

we can show that the same holds for the function

z 	→ R+(z)(det Q(z, θ)+ (1 − pU)a
�Q∗(z, θ)λL−(z))+ pUP+(z)a�Q∗(z, θ)λ

(cf. (31)), by yet another application of Rouché’s theorem: it suffices to argue that, for ρ
sufficiently large,

(1 − pU)|R+(z)| |a�Q∗(z, θ)λL−(z)| < |P1(z)+ pUP2(z)|, z ∈ ∂�ρ, (52)

which, since |L−(z)| ≤ 1 if Re(z) ≤ 0, will follow from

(1 − pU)|R+(z)| |a�Q∗(z, θ)λ| < |P1(z)+ pUP2(z)|, z ∈ ∂�ρ. (53)

If z ∈ ∂�ρ with |z| = ρ large, this is true whenever the polynomial

z 	→ R+(z)a�Q∗(z, θ)λ (54)
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is of degree less thanm+ d , which is the degree of P1 and also obviously of P1 +pUP2. Now
(see (29))

a�Q∗(z, θ)λ =
∑
i,j∈E

ai(−1)i+jmjiλj

and, sincemji = mji(z) is a polynomial of maximal degree d only if both i and j are such that
removal of the j th row and the ith column from Q(z, θ) does not remove any entries depending
on z, it is seen that mji is of degree d only if i, j ∈ E \ E′, where

E′ = {i′ ∈ E : σ 2
i′ > 0 or βi′ �= 0}. (55)

Consequently, (53) holds with |z| = ρ (provided that ρ is large enough) wheneverE′ = E.The
case E \ E′ �= ∅ is more delicate, since then the polynomial (54) may actually be of degree
m + d and it becomes necessary to compare the coefficients of zm+d in the polynomials (54)
and P1 +pUP2. For the latter polynomial, this coefficient is the same as that in P1, and equals

κ det QE\E′(θ), (56)

where

κ =
∏

{i∈E′ : σ 2
i >0}

(
1

2
σ 2
i

) ∏
{i∈E′ : σ 2

i =0}
βi

and QE\E′(θ) is the matrix obtained from Q(z, θ) by deleting the rows and columns corre-
sponding to states in E′; in particular, QE\E′(θ) does not depend on z. This is shown in the
proof of Lemma 2; see (84), below.

Now, by inspection, the coefficient of zm+d in (54) can be written

κ
∑

i,j∈E\E′
ai(−1)i+jmE\E′,j iλj , (57)

wheremE\E′,j i is the minor of QE\E′(θ) obtained by deleting row j and column i.As a special
case of Lemma 1, the subintensity matrix QE\E′(θ) is nonsingular with

|(Q−1
E\E′(θ)λE\E′)j | < 1;

hence, the expression in (57) equals

κ(det QE\E′(θ))(a�
E\E′Q−1

E\E′(θ)λE\E′),

which is less than (56) in absolute value. Because of this, (53) holds with |z| = ρ, for a
sufficiently large ρ, and also if E \ E′ �= ∅.

It remains to verify (53) for z = iy with −ρ ≤ y ≤ ρ. However, since det Q(iy, θ) �= 0 (by
Lemma 1), in this case (53) is equivalent to the inequality

(1 − pU)|R+(iy)| |a�Q−1(iy, θ)λ| < |R+(iy)+ pUP+(iy)a�Q−1(iy, θ)λ|.
By Lemma 1, the expression on the left is less than (1 − pU)|R+(iy)| and, since that on the
right is greater than or equal to

|R+(iy)| |1 − pU(|L+(iy)a�Q−1(iy, θ)λ|)| > (1 − pU)|R+(iy)|,
which follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that |L+(iy)| ≤ 1, the proof of part (i) is complete.
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4. The probability of ruin

The probability of ultimate ruin is

pr = Px0,i0(Tr < ∞)

= Px0,i0(Aj)+
∑
i∈Ec

Px0,i0(Ac,i ). (58)

Each term may be determined from the expressions for the quantities in (36) by taking ζ = 0
and letting θ ↓ 0, since

Px0,i0(Tr < ∞, A) = lim
θ↓0, θ>0

Ex0,i0 [e−θTr ; A]

for any event A. Thus, Theorem 1 makes it possible to determine each of the terms in (58).
However, for direct calculation it is of course preferable to avoid taking limits, and we now
discuss how this may be done. Compared with Theorem 1 and its proof, the discussion is more
intricate and involves a number of subtleties of an analytic nature.

It is natural that we should try to use the Cramér–Lundberg equations (30) or (31) with θ = 0.
However, allowing θ = 0 invalidates the strict inequality in (37) (for y = 0, the inequality does
not hold for θ = 0; cf. (9)), which was essential in applying Rouché’s theorem in the proof
of Theorem 1. It is thus necessary to be careful; in particular, as we shall see, Theorem 2, the
analogue of Theorem 1, which is used to compute the terms in (58), has two versions: one
applies when pr < 1 and the other when pr = 1.

Write ξ = EUn for the expected claim size (which is well defined with −∞ ≤ ξ < ∞) and
µ = EVn, n ≥ 2, for the expected times between claims. Then (see, e.g. (7))

µ = −a�Q−1
V 1. (59)

Also, let α = (αi)i∈E denote the unique invariant probability for the irreducible Markov
chain J ; then αi > 0,

∑
αi = 1, and∑

i∈E
αiq̃ij = 0, j ∈ E, (60)

where the q̃ij are as given in (5) and (6). The row vector α� is in fact given by

α� = − 1

µ
a�Q−1

V . (61)

To see this, we use (8) to rewrite (60) as∑
i

αiqV,ij = −aj
∑
i

αiλi .

Thus, α�QV = −Ca�, with C = ∑
i αiλi, and (61) follows from α�1 = 1 together with

(59).

Proposition 1. For x0 > 0 and i0 ∈ E, the ruin probability pr = Px0,i0(Tr < ∞) equals 1 if
and only if ∑

i∈E
αiβi ≤ ξ

µ
. (62)
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Proof. By (4),

1

t
(Xt − x0) = 1

t

∫ t

0
βJs ds + 1

t

∫ t

0
σJs− dBs − 1

t

Nt∑
n=1

Un. (63)

Since J is ergodic,

lim
t→∞

1

t

∫ t

0
βJs ds =

∑
i∈E

αiβi Px0,i0 -a.s.

By standard properties of Brownian motion, the second term on the right-hand side of (63)
converges to 0 a.s., while, because of the renewal structure of the claims arrival process (Tn)
and the independence between this and (Un),

lim
t→∞

1

t

Nt∑
n=1

Un = ξ

µ
a.s.

Thus,

Xt → −∞ Px0,i0 -a.s. if
∑
i∈E

αiβi <
ξ

µ

and

Xt → ∞ Px0,i0 -a.s. if
∑
i∈E

αiβi >
ξ

µ
,

which shows both that pr = 1 if (62) holds with strict inequality and, since the drift of X
to ∞ may begin with positive probability before any claim has arrived, that pr < 1 if (62)
does not hold. If there is equality in (62), we may, for instance, argue directly using (4) that
pr = pr(ε) is a continuous function of ε ≥ 0, where pr(ε) is the ruin probability for the
process obtained by replacing βi by βi − ε but retaining all the other parameters. Then, of
course, pr(0) = limε↓0, ε>0 pr(ε) = 1 since, for this ‘(βi − ε)-process’, (62) holds with strict
inequality.

For θ = 0, the Cramér–Lundberg equations (30) and (31) take the respective forms

R+(γ )(1 + (1 − pU)a
�Q−1(γ, 0)λL−(γ )) = −pUP+(γ )a�Q−1(γ, 0)λ (64)

and

R+(γ )(det Q(γ, 0)+ (1 − pU)a
�Q∗(γ, 0)λL−(γ )) = −pUP+(γ )a�Q∗(γ, 0)λ, (65)

where the elements of Q∗(γ, 0) are as given in (29) with θ = 0. If pU = 1, the equations
simplify to

R+(γ ) = −P+(γ )a�Q−1(γ, 0)λ

and
R+(γ ) det Q(γ, 0) = −P+(γ )a�Q∗(γ, 0)λ. (66)

The first thing to note is that γ = 0 is a solution to both (64 ) and (65): Q(0, 0) = QV is
nonsingular, by (9) we have a�Q−1

V λ = −1, while R+(0) = P+(0) and L−(0) = 1.However,
γ̃k = 0 cannot be used to define the rk (see (35)) when ζ = 0, so the solution γ = 0 is to be
avoided when describing the terms in (58). What we shall show is that if pr < 1 then (65) has
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precisely m + pc solutions γ with Re(γ) < 0 (as in the case θ > 0), while if pr = 1 and
pc ≥ 1 then there are only m+ pc − 1 solutions (one of the solutions from the case θ > 0 has
moved to the origin). If pr < 1 then the pc +1 terms in (58) may be found in complete analogy
with Theorem 1, parts (iii) and (iv), while if pr = 1 and pc ≥ 1 then, since the terms of (58)
now sum to 1, only pc of these have to be found. For this, it suffices to exploit the m+ pc − 1
solutions γ to (65) with Re(γ ) < 0. (The trivial case pr = 1 and pc = 0 is ignored in the
statement of Theorem 2.)

Recall that the events of ruin, Aj and Ac,i , respectively defined by (23) and (24), are subsets
of the set {Tr < ∞}.
Theorem 2. Consider the risk process X given by (4) and assume that the Laplace transform
for the distribution of the claims is given by (27) with the degree of R+ equal to m. Assume
that Assumption 1 holds.

(i) If pr < 1 then, when counted with multiplicity, the modified Cramér–Lundberg equation
(65) for the ruin probabilities has precisely m + pc solutions (γ)1≤≤m+pc = (γ(θ)) with
Re(γ) < 0. If pr = 1 and pc ≥ 1 then, when counted with multiplicity, (65) has precisely
m+ pc − 1 solutions (γ)1≤≤m+pc−1 = (γ(θ)) with Re(γ) < 0.

(ii) A γ with Re(γ ) < 0 is a solution to the Cramér–Lundberg equation (64) if and only if γ is
a solution to the modified equation (65) with Q(γ, 0) nonsingular.

(iii) In both cases (pr < 1 and pr = 1, pc ≥ 1), if (γ̃k)1≤k≤m are any m distinct solutions
to (64) with Re(γ̃k) < 0 and the matrices Q(γ̃k, 0) are nonsingular, then for all x0 > 0 and
i0 ∈ E we have

∑
i∈Ec

m∑
k=1

rk(Q
−1(γ̃k, 0)λ)i Px0,i0(Ac,i )+

m∑
k=1

P+(γ̃k)
γ̃k
∏
k′ �=k(γ̃k − γ̃k′)

Px0,i0(Aj)

=
m∑
k=1

rk(Q
−1(γ̃k, 0)λ)i0 eγ̃kx0 , (67)

where rk is given by

rk = R+(γ̃k)
a�Q−1(γ̃k, 0)λγ̃k

∏
k′ �=k(γ̃k − γ̃k′)

. (68)

(iv) If pr < 1 and the solutions (γ)1≤≤m+pc to (30) with Re(γ) < 0 are distinct and
the matrices Q(γ, 0) are nonsingular, by using (67) pc + 1 times with, say, (γ̃k)1≤k≤m =
(γ̃1, . . . , γ̃m−1, γ̃m+s) for s = 0, . . . , pc, a system of linear equations is obtained that can be
solved uniquely, provided that the matrix of coefficients of the pc + 1 unknowns

Px0,i0(Aj) and Px0,i0(Ac,i ), i ∈ Ec, (69)

is nonsingular.
If pr = 1 and pc ≥ 1, the solutions (γ)1≤≤m+pc−1 to (30) with Re(γ) < 0 are distinct,

and the matrices Q(γ, 0) are nonsingular, by using (67) pc times with, say, (γ̃k)1≤k≤m =
(γ̃1, . . . , γ̃m−1, γ̃m+s) for s = 0, . . . , pc − 1, a system of linear equations is obtained that,
provided the relevant matrix of coefficients is nonsingular, can be solved uniquely for pc of the
pc + 1 unknowns in (69). The remaining unknown is equal to 1 minus the sum of the pc others.
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Proof. We do not give all the details, but rather focus on those parts of the proof that differ
from the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1. Also, we shall concentrate on the one-sided
case pU = 1 and, when treating the case pr = 1, shall assume that there is strict inequality in
(62).

Claims (ii) and (iv) of the theorem are obvious, so we proceed to discuss part (iii). Let
γ1, . . . , γm be m distinct roots of (64) and consider the function f given by (39) with

c|k = rkQ
−1(γk, 0)λ, K = − 1

pU

m∑
k=1

(
rk +

∑
j∈E

aj cjkL
∗−(γk)

)

(cf. (41) and (42)), where rk is given by (68). By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we find
that

Af (x, i) = 0

for x ≥ 0 and i ∈ E (cf. (40)) and, consequently, by (18), that

Ex0,i0 [f (XTr , JTr ); Tr ≤ t] + Ex0,i0 [f (Xt , Jt ); Tr > t] = f (x0, i0) (70)

for any t ≥ 0. We now claim that

lim
t→∞ Ex0,i0 [f (Xt , Jt ); Tr > t] = 0. (71)

If pr = 1, since f is bounded this is obvious. If pr < 1, it was argued in the proof of
Proposition 1 that limt→∞Xt = ∞ a.s., which, since having Re(γk) < 0 for all k implies that
limt→∞ f (Xt , Jt ) = 0 a.s., gives (71) by dominated convergence.

Thus, (71) holds and letting t → ∞ in (70) now yields

Ex0,i0 [f (XTr , JTr ); Tr < ∞] = f (x0, i0),

the analogue of (19), from which (67) follows directly. This proves part (iii).
The main difference between the arguments given here and those yielding Theorem 1 is in

the proof of part (i). First, suppose that pU = 1. It is then still true that the left-hand side, say
Pl, and the right-hand side, say Pr, of (66) are both polynomials, with Pl of degree m + d

(and d given by (38)). By Lemma 2, Pl(z) has exactly m + pc roots with Re(z) < 0 and Pr
is of degree less than m+ d , so to complete the proof of part (i) it remains to apply Rouché’s
theorem. To do so it is, however, necessary to adjust and refine the argument in the proof of
Theorem 1: because γ = 0 is always a solution to (65), the strict inequality

|P+(iy)a�Q∗(iy, θ)λ| < |R+(iy) det Q(iy, θ)|,
established there for θ > 0, fails for θ = 0 and y = 0.

Instead of using the open set �ρ determined by the boundary (50), let ρ > 0 be given and,
for ε, 0 < ε < ρ, so small that both Q(z, 0) is nonsingular for |z| ≤ ε (which is possible since
Q(0, 0) = QV is nonsingular) and

L̄+(z) =
∫ ∞

0
e−zuF+(du) (72)

(which is possible by the comment following (28)), define �ρ,ε as the interior of the subset of
C determined by the outer boundary

∂�ρ,ε = {z : |z| = ρ, Re(z) < 0} ∪ {z : z = iy, y ∈ R, ε ≤ |y| ≤ ρ}
∪ {z : |z| = ε, Re(z) < 0}
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if pr < 1, and

∂�ρ,ε = {z : |z| = ρ, Re(z) < 0} ∪ {z : z = iy, y ∈ R, ε ≤ |y| ≤ ρ}
∪ {z : |z| = ε, Re(z) > 0}

if pr = 1. Thus, 0 /∈ �ρ,ε if pr < 1 and 0 ∈ �ρ,ε if pr = 1.
Rouché’s theorem will imply the claim of part (i) if we show that

| −P+(z)a�Q∗(z, 0)λ| < |R+(z) det Q(z, 0)|, (73)

for z ∈ ∂�ρ,ε, when ρ is sufficiently large and ε is sufficiently small.
Here there is no problem if |z| = ρ with ρ large, since the polynomial on the left is of lower

degree than is that on the right. If z = iy with |y| ≥ ε, since Q(iy, 0) is nonsingular and
|a�Q−1(iy)λ| ≤ 1 by Lemma 1, it suffices to argue that

|L̄+(iy)| < 1.

However, if

|L̄+(iy0)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

0
e−iy0uF+(du)

∣∣∣∣ = 1

for some y0 ∈ R \ {0}, then it follows readily that the probability with distribution function F+
is concentrated on a subset of (c + (2π/y0)Z) ∩ R+ for some c ∈ R, in which case we also
have |L̄+(miy0)| = 1 for all m ∈ Z. Since

lim|m|→∞ |L̄+(miy0)| = lim|m|→∞

∣∣∣∣P+(miy0)

R+(miy0)

∣∣∣∣ = 0,

this yields a contradiction.
It remains to consider those z ∈ ∂�ρ,ε with |z| = ε. For a sufficiently small ε, Q(z, 0) is

nonsingular and P+(z) �= 0; hence, in this case, (73) is equivalent to

|a�Q−1(z, 0)λ| < 1

|L̄+(z)|
,

with L̄+(z) given by (72). The functions

z 	→ gl(z) := −a�Q−1(z, 0)λ

and

z 	→ gr(z) := 1

L̄+(z)
are analytic in a neighbourhood of 0, with gl(0) = gr(0) = 1. However, if a function g is
analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 and g(0), g′(0), and g′′(0) are R-valued, then for z = x + iy
close to 0 we have

|g(z)|2 = g2(0)+ 2xg(0)g′(0)+ y2(g′2(0)− g(0)g′′(0))+ o(x)+ o(y2),

where a prime denotes differentiation. Hence, the desired inequality |gl(z)| < |gr(z)|, for
z ∈ ∂�ρ,ε with |z| = ε, will follow if we show that, for sufficiently small x, y �= 0,

xg′
l(0) < xg′

r(0), y2(g′2
l (0)− g′′

l (0)) < y2(g′2
r (0)− g′′

r (0)),
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i.e. we must show that
g′

l(0) > g′
r(0) (74)

in the case pr < 1, that
g′

l(0) < g′
r(0) (75)

in the case pr = 1, and that

g′2
l (0)− g′′

l (0) < g′2
r (0)− g′′

r (0) (76)

in both cases.
For a sufficiently small z, we can differentiate with respect to z under the integral sign in

(72), to find that
g′

r(0) = ξ, g′′
r (0) = −(EU2

1 − 2ξ2),

meaning that
g′2

r (0)− g′′
r (0) = var(U1) > 0.

Next, differentiating with respect to z in the matrix identity I = Q−1(z, 0)Q(z, 0), and
recalling (25), yields

d

dz
Q−1(z, 0)

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= −Q−1
V βQ−1

V ,

d2

dz2 Q−1(z, 0)

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 2Q−1
V βQ−1

V βQ−1
V − Q−1

V SQ−1
V ,

where β is the diagonal matrix with entries βi and S the diagonal matrix with entries σ 2
i . Thus,

by using (9), we have
g′

l(0) = −a�Q−1
V β,

g′′
l (0) = 2a�Q−1

V βQ−1
V β − a�Q−1

V σ 2,

where β and σ 2 denote the column vectors (βi) and (σ 2
i ), respectively.

We first show (74) and (75): by (61) g′
l(0) = µ

∑
i αiβi , which is strictly greater than

g′
r(0) = ξ when pr < 1 and strictly less than ξ when pr = 1, and there is strict inequality in

(62).
The proof of (76) is more difficult. Since the right-hand side is greater than 0, it is enough

to show that
g′2

l (0)− g′′
l (0) ≤ 0. (77)

Suppose first that βi = β and σ 2
i = σ 2 for all i. Then, for a sufficiently small |z|,

gl(z) = LV (−βz− 1
2σ

2z2) = Ex0,a exp(βz+ 1
2σ

2z2)V1

(cf. (26)), which implies that g′
l(0) = βµ, g′′

l (0) = σ 2µ+ β2 Ex0,a V 2
1 , and, therefore,

g′2
l (0)− g′′

l (0) = −β2 varx0,a V1 − σ 2µ ≤ 0.

Hence, (77) holds in this particular case. Inspired by this, for arbitrary βi it is natural to consider
the function g̃ given by

z 	→ g̃(z) = Ex0,a exp

(∫ V1

0

(
βJs z+ 1

2
σ 2
Js
z2
)

ds

)
,
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which is well defined when |z| is sufficiently small. Differentiation with respect to z may be
performed under the expectation sign, and yields

g̃′(0) = Ex0,a

∫ V1

0
βJs ds

= Ex0,a

∫ ∞

0
βJs1{V1>s} ds

=
∫ ∞

0
a�esQV β ds

= −a�Q−1
V β

= g′
l(0),

where here and below we use the fact that, prior to the first claim, the transition matrix for the
Markov chain J over a time interval of length s is esQV . Differentiating once more gives

g̃′′(0) = −a�Q−1
V σ 2 + Ex0,a

(∫ V1

0
βJs ds

)2

and, by straightforward computation, we have

Ex0,a

(∫ V1

0
βJs ds

)2

= 2 Ex0,a

(∫ ∞

0
βJs1{V1>s} ds

)∫ ∞

s

βJt 1{V1>t} dt

= 2
∫ ∞

0
ds
∫ ∞

s

dta�esQV βe(t−s)QV β

= 2a�Q−1
V βQ−1

V β,

implying that g̃′′(0) = g′′
l (0). Therefore,

g′2
l (0)− g′′

l (0) = a�Q−1
V σ 2 − varx0,a

∫ V1

0
βJs ds

and, since a�Q−1
V σ 2 = −µ∑i αiσ

2
i ≤ 0, by (61), inequalities (77) and, therefore, (76) have

been shown.
It remains to consider the case pU < 1. As in the proof of Theorem 1(i), we shall apply

Rouché’s theorem: it suffices to show that

(1 − pU)|R+(z)| |a�Q∗(z, 0)λL−(z)| < |P1(z)+ pUP2(z)|, z ∈ ∂�ρ,ε (78)

(cf. (52)), where

P1(z) = R+(z) det Q(z, 0), P2(z) = P+(z)a�Q∗(z, 0)λ.

For z ∈ ∂�ρ,ε with |z| = ρ or z = iy with ε ≤ |y| ≤ ρ, we proceed exactly as in the
proof of Theorem 1(i). If z ∈ ∂�ρ,ε, with |z| = ε sufficiently small, (78) is equivalent to
|gl(z)| < |gr(z)|, where

gl(z) = (1 − pU)h(z)L−(z), gr(z) = 1 − pUh(z)L+(z),

and
h(z) = −a�Q−1(z, 0)λ.

It is now quite straightforward to verify (74) and (75), as well as (76).
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Example 1. We shall illustrate Theorem 2 in an example: take E = {0, 1}, β0 = 2, β1 = 0,
σ0 = 0, σ1 = 10, λ0 = 1, λ1 = 0, q01 = q10 = 1, a0 = 1, and a1 = 0.When J is in state 0,
X follows a straight line with slope 2, and when J is in state 1, X behaves as σ1B.A claim can
only arrive when J is in state 0, and J then stays in 0 for a while. Clearly, ruin by continuity is
possible only when J is in state 1 and ruin by jump is possible only when J is in state 0: p = 2
and pc = pj = 1.

We shall assume that pU = 1, and for the claims distribution we take a mixture of two
exponentials,

L+(ν) = (1 − δ)
1

1 + ν
+ δ

η

η + ν
= η + (1 − δ + δη)ν

(1 + ν)(η + ν)
, (79)

with the idea that both δ and η should be so small that on rare occasions a huge claim will
appear; below, we take δ = 0.01 but allow η to vary.

We have ξ = 1 − δ + δ/η. Simple calculations yield µ = q01 + q10 = 2 and the stationary
distribution α0 = α1 = 1

2 for J (essentially because q01 = q10 and a0 = 1). Thus, the
condition (62) necessary and sufficient for pr = 1 becomes ξ ≥ α0β0µ = 2, which for
δ = 0.01 translates into η ≤ 1

101 .

The matrix Q(z, 0) has the form

Q(z, 0) =
(

2z− 2 1

1 1
2σ

2
1 z

2 − 1

)

(cf. (25)), which means that the modified Cramér–Lundberg equation (66) becomes

R+(γ )((2γ − 2)( 1
2σ

2
1 γ

2 − 1)− 1) = −P+(γ )( 1
2σ

2
1 γ

2 − 1) (80)

with (see (79))

R+(γ ) = (1 + γ )(η + γ ), P+(γ ) = η + (0.99 + 0.01η)γ.

Solving (80) amounts to finding the roots of a polynomial of degree five for which 0 is always a
root. In the cases considered below, the five roots are real, with of course precisely three roots
being less than 0 if and only if pr < 1, and precisely two roots being less than 0 if and only if
pr = 1. For η = 1

101 , the critical value 0 becomes a root of multiplicity two.
Table 1, below, collects the ruin probabilities by continuity and by jump for η = 0.0001,

0.001, 0.008, 0.012, 0.1, 0.99 for initial values x0 = 0.1, 1, 10, 100 and i0 = 0, 1. (The
numbers 0.008 and 0.012 were picked for η to represent two values fairly close to and on either
side of the critical value 1

101 .) The table illustrates, in particular, the impact that a high volatility
has on the probability of ruin by continuity when x0 is small, and how the presence of rare huge
claims affects the ruin probability by jump. In each cell, the left-hand number is the probability
of ruin by continuity and the right-hand number the probability of ruin by jumps.

In the case pr = 1, having found the three negative roots of (80), we must solve two linear
equations with two unknowns. There are three choices of equation, and it has been checked
numerically that the solutions for the ruin probabilities do not depend on which two of these
are chosen.

We conclude this section with some comments on how the Laplace transform for the
undershoot alone may be determined, i.e. we find the quantities Ex0,i0 [e−ζYr ; Aj] jointly with
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Table 1: The ruin probabilities pc (left) and pj (right) for Example 1.

η

x0 i0 0.0001 0.001 0.008 0.012 0.1 0.99

0.1 0 0.692 0.308 0.692 0.308 0.698 0.302 0.699 0.297 0.700 0.282 0.702 0.277
0.1 1 0.997 0.003 0.997 0.003 0.997 0.003 0.997 0.002 0.997 0.001 0.997 0.0008
1 0 0.793 0.207 0.794 0.206 0.804 0.196 0.806 0.187 0.807 0.159 0.811 0.151
1 1 0.969 0.031 0.969 0.031 0.974 0.026 0.975 0.021 0.975 0.007 0.975 0.006
10 0 0.734 0.266 0.741 0.259 0.789 0.211 0.802 0.165 0.803 0.024 0.800 0.010
10 1 0.761 0.239 0.767 0.233 0.811 0.189 0.823 0.146 0.820 0.020 0.815 0.010
100 0 0.072 0.928 0.100 0.900 0.310 0.690 0.345 0.468 0.170 0.006 0.142 0.002
100 1 0.074 0.926 0.103 0.897 0.312 0.688 0.346 0.467 0.173 0.006 0.144 0.002

the ruin probabilities Px0,i0(Ac,i ) = Ex0,i0 [e−ζYr ; Ac,i]. For ζ > 0, these pc + 1 unknowns
always require a system of pc + 1 linear equations for their solution – in the case pr = 1, we
no longer know that they sum to 1. The idea is now to solve the Cramér–Lundberg equation
(30) or (31) (that do not depend on ζ ) for θ = 0, i.e. to solve (64) or (65 ). If pr < 1 then we
know that we obtain m + pc + 1 solutions γk with Re(γk) < 0. We then proceed as in part
(iv) of Theorem 1, using (34) with θ = 0 and the given ζ. If pr = 1, we use the m+ pc roots
of (65) and the root 0 substituted into (34), which is possible because the rk given by (35) are
well defined for both ζ > 0 and γ̃k = 0.

Appendix A. Proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2

A.1. Proof of Lemma 1

For any given complex numbers zi, i ∈ E, define the matrix Q̂ = (q̂ij ) by

q̂ij =
{
zi − qi − λi, if i = j,

qij , if i �= j,

meaning that Q(z, θ) = Q̂ if zi = φi(z)− θ for all i; see (25). Since Re(φi(iy)) ≤ 0, in order
to prove the lemma it suffices to show that if Re(zi) ≤ 0 for all i, then Q̂ is nonsingular and

|uj | ≤ qj + λj

qj + λj + c
, j ∈ E, (81)

where c = min | Re(zi)| and
uj = (Q̂−1λ)j .

This we now proceed to do, assuming, from now on, that Re(zi) ≤ 0 for all i.
To argue that Q̂ is nonsingular, suppose that v = (vj ) is a column vector such that Q̂v = 0.

Then ∑
j �=i

qij vj + q̂iivi = 0

for all i, and, since Re(q̂ii ) < 0 (because Re(zi) ≤ 0 and qi + λi > 0 by Assumption 1), we
have q̂ii �= 0 and, hence,

vi =
∑
j �=i qij vj
−q̂ii ,
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which implies that

|vi | ≤ qi max |vj |
qi + λi + c

.

If i ≡ i0 is now chosen such that |vi0 | = max |vj |, and if we assume that |vi0 | > 0, then we
see that qi0 > 0, λi0 = c = 0, and |vj0 | = |vi0 | for all j0 �= i0 such that qi0j0 > 0. We then
also have qj0 > 0 and λj0 = 0 and it follows that, for all states j reachable from i0 through
qij -transitions alone, we must have qj > 0 and λj = 0.However, by the irreducibility inherent
in Assumption 1, there is some j1 with λj1 > 0 that is reachable from i0 by qij -transitions;
from this contradiction we deduce that max |vj | = 0, as required.

To show (81), first rewrite it as

ui = 1

−q̂ii
(
λi +

∑
j �=i

qij uj

)
,

which implies that

|ui | ≤ λi + qi max |uj |
λi + qi + c

(82)

for all i. Now consider the states i0 with |ui0 | = max |uj | (which is greater than 0 since λ �= 0
and (uj ) =: u = −Q̂−1λ). We first argue that, for some such i0, λi0 +c > 0. Were λi0 +c = 0
for all these i0, we would have

ui0 = 1

qi0

∑
j �=i

qi0j uj ,

implying that |uj | = |ui0 | for all j �= i0 with qi0j > 0; hence, by the assumption that all
λi0 + c = 0, we also have λj + c = 0. The irreducibility in Assumption 1 would then yield a
contradiction, exactly as in the first part of the proof. Thus, for some i0 with |ui0 | = max |uj |
we have λi0 + c > 0, and from

|ui0 | ≤ λi0 + qi0 |ui0 |
λi0 + qi0 + c

,

which is a trivial consequence of (82), it follows that |ui0 | ≤ λi0/(λi0 + c) ≤ 1. Using this in
(82) gives

|ui | ≤ λi + qi

λi + qi + c

for all i, proving (81).
Note that, if we set zi = 0 for all i, the proof shows, in particular, that the subintensity

matrix QV is nonsingular, as was also shown in [11, Lemma 1].

A.2. Proof of Lemma 2

Define E′ = {i ∈ E : σ 2
i > 0 or βi �= 0}, as in (55). We have

det Q(z, θ) =
∑
π

sgn(π)
∏
i∈E

qi,π(i)(z, θ), (83)

where π ranges over the set of all permutations of the states in E. Because z appears only in
the diagonal elements qii(z, θ), and then only if i ∈ E′, it is clear that a term in the sum in (83)
is always a polynomial of degree less than or equal to d, with d given by (38), and that this
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polynomial is of degree d if and only if π(i) = i for all i ∈ E′.Adding all the terms of degree
d gives a coefficient of zd equal to

det QE\E′(θ)
∏

{i∈E′ : σ 2
i >0}

(
1

2
σ 2
i

) ∏
{i∈E′ : σ 2

i =0}
βi, (84)

where, recall, QE\E′(θ) is the square matrix obtained from Q(z, θ) by deleting all rows and
columns corresponding to states inE′, and does not depend on z.However, the matrix QE\E′(θ)
is a subintensity matrix; hence, by Lemma 1 of [11], it is nonsingular and we have shown that
det Q(z, θ) is a polynomial exactly of degree d.

To show that the number of roots z of det Q(·, θ) with Re(z) < 0 equals pc (given in (12)),
we argue as follows. With E′ defined as above, first consider the matrix Q̄(z, θ) obtained from
Q(z, θ) by replacing all the off-diagonal elements qij , i ∈ E′, j ∈ E, by 0. Then

det Q̄(z, θ) = det QE\E′(θ)
∏
i∈E′

(φi(z)− qi − λi − θ). (85)

For those i ∈ E′ with σ 2
i > 0, the factor φi(z) − qi − λi − θ is a polynomial of degree 2

and, since this polynomial takes the value −qi − λi − θ < 0 for z = 0 (remember that, by
Assumption 1, λi + qi > 0 for all i), with the limit ∞ as z → ±∞, it follows that it has
two real roots, one less than 0 and one greater than 0. For those i ∈ E′ with σ 2

i = 0, the
factor φi(z) − qi − λi − θ is a polynomial of degree 1 and it is immediate that the root of
this polynomial is less than 0 if βi < 0 and greater than 0 if βi > 0. Thus, all roots of the
polynomial (85) are real and precisely pc of them are less than 0.

For the general case in which Q(z, θ) is given by (25), consider the map s 	→ det Qs(·, θ),
defined for s ∈ [0, 1], where the elements of the matrix Qs(z, θ) are given by

qs,ij (z, θ) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
qij (z, θ), if i ∈ E \ E′, j ∈ E,
φi(z)− qi − λi − θ, if i = j ∈ E′,
sqij , if i ∈ E′, j ∈ E, i �= j,

meaning that Q1(z, θ) = Q(z, θ) and det Q0(z, θ) = det Q̄(z, θ). As s varies, the leading
coefficient of the polynomial det Qs(·, θ) is always the same, and is given by (84); it hence
follows that the roots of det Qs(·, θ) (when ordered lexicographically, say) are continuous
functions of s. By Lemma 1, however, for every s, det Qs(·, θ) has no roots on the line iR.
Thus, as s varies from 0 to 1 none of the roots can cross from the strictly negative half of the
complex plane (Re(z) < 0) to the strictly positive half (Re(z) > 0). However, as shown at the
start of the proof, det Q0(·, θ) has precisely pc roots z with Re(z) < 0 and, hence, so also does
det Q1(·, θ).
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